Host Shann says:
USS Andromeda  10006.11  <<<<<<<<<,begin mission summery>>>>>>>> Alpha team is currently   in dire straights.   The CTO has been  badly injured and is in need of medical attention.   Just as things were looking their way a pack of  wolves smelled the blood and have started to come closer.   Beta team has reached the bottom of the  bluff <continued>

Host Shann says:
however the FCO  was bitten  by a rattle snake and has fallen unconcious due to the medications to counteract the posion.   We pick up from there.

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<,begin mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::katra is standing in front of his body, making an appearently vain attempt to protect his body from the approaching wolves::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: We need to examine the FCO.

OPS_Rogers says:
::Tries to catch up with one of the wolves and stab it::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: And since the FCO is unconscious I am in command now.

XO-Apryus says:
::sitting on the bridge, almost half-asleep::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  Again the ship shutters.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::nods at the OPS...::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Sits in the center seat on the bridge wondering how the teams are faring::

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: Any news on the teams yet captain?

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO:Number One what was that?

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
<T'Rek>::looks at Deimon(katra) with curiosity::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::sees a wolf approaching and grab one of the sticks Ens. Rogers found earlier::

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: What can I do for help?

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: So does anyone of you have a medical training?

XO-Apryus says:
:: wakes up a bit more and slides around the station to the tactical station, running a test and hull diagnosis::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
EO: Try killing one of those wolves!

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
SO: Yes, but I can't do much here...

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Tosses CNS a knife she let him use earlier::

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: Running hull diagnosis and system tests...

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: I just need to know that can we leave him.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::catches the knife::

XO-Apryus says:
@::brings up a tactical and sensor display of the sector:

Alpha_EO_On says:
:: using phasers over the wolves ::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: What do you think?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Catches up with the wolves and swings his knife at it::

Host Shann says:
ACTION: the AT has no phasers just a knife and an emergency radio

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
Beta: We should build a temporary shelter for him, and come back later.  :: looks at SO:: Unless, you prefer that we carry him.

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: There is a lot of wolves, maybe we need to stay away and get in a cave...

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Ok, let's carry him.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
EO: We need to protect CTO

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: We can carry him together.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
CSO: probably a good idea....either of the 2 I mean

Host Captain_Turner says:
@XO:Report Number One!

Alpha_EO_On says:
:: Using knives on wolves ::

XO-Apryus says:
@:: is waiting for the sensor sweeps and tests to resolve the problem:: CO: No information yet Captain

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
Beta: Ok, I'll get him under the arms, and someone carry his legs.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Stabs at one of the wolves hoping to kill it::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: I'll take his legs.

Alpha_EO_On says:
CTO: we need to create a distraction

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  the console  mildly  zapps the  XO

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::remembers an old trick and hits the wolf with the stick over the nose::

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: I have an Idea

XO-Apryus says:
@:: Jumps away from the console holding his hand:: CO: Uh... captain

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
EO: And that would be?

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Let's get moving.

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The  wolves stay out of reach of the group whiel others try to get to the injured crew member.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: picks up the FCO's unconscious form ::

XO-Apryus says:
@::pulls his tricorder from his belt and scans the console hoping to reveal some information::

Host Shann says:
ACTION: the console  show nothing, but there si another rumble.

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: let´s stay some fire, and with the rams get rid off the wolves

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Runs toward CTO to block the wolves progress::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Turns around in his chair:: XO:What is it Commander?

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::tries to protect the CTO:: OPS; EO: Over here, I need help!

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::takes up the rear of the beta team, to make sure nothing decides to attack from behind::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
EO: And how do you propose we make this fire?

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: The console must have overloaded and shocked me, it's still blank, nothing is showing up on sensors or system 
diagnostics...

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Heads towards CNS and helps block the wolves::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Takes FCO's legs and they start carrying him with CSO::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::Deimon stands, wishing he could do something, "T'Rek, there's got to be something I can do to help...." Deimon sighs. T'Rek 
stands off quietly.::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: Moves ahead, carrying the FCO ::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::grips her staff in her hands, quite tense for some odd reason....::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Moves ahead carrying FCO with CSO::

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: with stones and wood, is makes a spark and we got fire

Host Captain_Turner says:
@XO:Check with Main Engineering and see if theres a problem with that tactical station. Go down there 
yourself if you have to, just get me answers.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::keeps the wolves away from the CTO as good as possible::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
EO: We don't have that kind of time. Now start stabbing the wolves.

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: Perhaps a failure in the equiptment, but I have the feeling it's external ::searches telepathically for the presence of 
something out of the ordinary::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::moves along with the rest of the team, walking backwards tho...::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Tries stabbing at the wolves close by and hopes that the ship got his message from earlier::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  nothing is found telepathically   out of th eordinary.

Host Captain_Turner says:
@XO:And see what we can drum up on communications aswell.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
EO: And we probably won't find any dry stuff to make the fire because a river of water hit us.

Alpha_EO_On says:
:: stabbing the wolves ::

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: I might as well go down there, I'll have wider access to the engineering systems ::turns to face the turbolift and begins to 
walk off::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  the wolves stay back but contiune to  circle and watch the team

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Continues swinging his knife at wolves::

XO-Apryus says:
@::steps into the turbolift and turns back around to face the captain, wandering if he has anything more to say::

Host Shann says:
ACTION: The CTo slowly begins to be com concious, but is in a lot of pain.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: Looks ahead at the tower compound in the distance ::

Host Shann says:
ACTION: as teh  XO touches the TL he gets zapped again but a little stronger.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: We will make it. I am sure.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Looks towards the CTO::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@XO:Very well Number One.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
Alpha: hey! Look who's awake!

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::sees the CTO waking up:: CTO: How do you feel? Do you think you can walk?

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: What's the condition of the CTO?

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
SO: I was never in doubt of that. :: offers a wry smile ::

XO-Apryus says:
@::realizes he isn't going anywhere:: CO: Captain, everytime I touch a console I'm getting shocked, will you check if it happens to 
you?

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Taps the console on his armrest to attempt to hail the Away Team::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
EO: How am I supposed to know?

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
CNS:I think so ::looks around...what a wierd dream...but...maybe it wasn't, they always said the healing state was odd...::

XO-Apryus says:
@*Computer* Computer, run a system analysis on all computer interfaces ::waits for a response from the computer::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@XO:Are you sure its not just static electricity?

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Beta team is slowly walking and carrying FCO::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The  main  veiwer comes up and  a link can be made to the AT's.

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: Can you take his pulse?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
EO: Maybe later. But right now we have to hold off these wolves.

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: It's to strong, and it only happens when I touch a console, would u like to see?

Host Shann says:
<computer>  xo: process complete...  no anomalies found.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
Beta: The next problem we have to consider is how we're going to get up, over that rock face, up ahead...

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Turns to the XO again and grins:: XO:Guess you just have to have the magic touch.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
CTO: Good, we need to get out of here before they::points to the wolves:: decide we are dinner

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: how many wolves do you see?

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: Maybe, seems or painful then magical ::once again tries to set the turbolift to main engineering, via the console::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
EO: I haven't counted, but there are about 10-15 here.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: Yep. That will be a big problem.

Host Shann says:
ACTION: Beta hears a twig crack to their right

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Alpha/Beta:Captain Turner to Alpha and Beta teams, respond please.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: And how it is possible for us to take the FCO up.

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: let's stab them in the eye

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  direction a visble arc  strikes the XO in the seat of the pants. from another direction

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::turns to her left - the right of the rest of the team seeing as how she's walking backwards::

XO-Apryus says:
@Self: Owwwww!

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: barely notices the cracking sound ::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::slowly stands, still regaining his stamina, he grunts in pain as he stands, he slowly picks up a stick both for a weapon and for 
walking...::

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: Captain!, it just! I can't... what the...

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  All the wolves are back off int eh bush, where the team can no see them.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Continues to swing his knife with one hand and uses his padd to send a message giving the ship their situation to all of the ships 
databases several times::

Alpha_EO_On says:
:: runs trough the wolves and started to fight :::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@XO:Now that I saw. Stay here Number one. Comm Main Engineering.

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  the  CTO anit goign anywhere due to his broken ribs and internal bleeding

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::begins to fall over...but does it nice and easy, using the stick for support::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
CNS:Maybe not...

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Give me a notive if you find or sense anything suspicious.

XO-Apryus says:
@:: walks about to his seat and decides to control things via voice command:: *Main Engineering* Officer on Duty, please run a 
system analysis, I seemed to be getting shocked everytime I interact with a computer interface

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: I have rid of three, but there is more coming

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Come here. WE have to help the CTO staying on his feet.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Goes to the CTO::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
EO: Watch for any wolves. They may come back and I don't like surprises

Alpha_EO_On says:
:: get out of the wolves :: returning with the OPS

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: Shall we lift him?

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  on The EO goes down when a angry wolf  jumps on his back and takes a bite out of his neck, the eo is bleeding badly

XO-Apryus says:
@:: is a little worried about touching anything:: CO: Could you go into your ready room  and replicate me a pair of rubber gloves?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
Self: Crap

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: It is good to sometimes to have a change. We are spendind all of our time scanning nebulas and this is sure something 
else.

Alpha_EO_On says:
:: faints ::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Runs to the wolf on EO's back and stabs at it::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
CTO: Ok Sir. We will help....::turns and see the EO being bitten::

Host Shann says:
ACTIOn:  the wolf runs off when see's the OPS coming.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::sees EO:: Self:No...

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: laughs :: SO: Yes, I'd say that this is refreshing, but somehow, it isn't.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::thinks this isn't what he thought of when he thought of a trianing mission::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
CTO: Don't go anywhere..::grins::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::takes the medit and runs ver to the EO::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
CNS:::seriously::I won't...::grins back::

Host Shann says:
@<EO> XO:  sir diagnostics show nothing.  we have a minor  energy surge going on from where the entity was 
but no problesm.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: Perhaps the danger element makes this more difficult. We are now really on our own.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Go back to the CTO

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Alpha/Beta:Alpha and Beta teams this is the Captain. Do you read me?

XO-Apryus says:
@*EO in Main Engineering* Please replicate a pair of insulative gloves and perhaps a body suit and site to site transport it to 
the bridge

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::reaches for the COMM::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
SO: Yes, it does feel good to have the adrenaline pumping...

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::kneels down next to the EO and feels for a pulse::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Should we answer that? Any opinions?

Host Shann says:
ACTION: Beta  hears movement in the bushes near them.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
Beta: we will be disqualified.....

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The Eo is ok, just has bad gash on the back of his scalp::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: turns his head, wary of the rustling bushes ::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Stands and heads towards his RR still monitoring the Comm::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Ok. Let's not answer.

XO-Apryus says:
@<EO> *XO* Aye Sir, ::replicates a pair of insulative gloves and body suit, but makes it a bright yellow and site to site transports 
it to the bridge:

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: We better move in defensive positions.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::hears the movment in the bushes.....::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  an aminal comes running out of the bushes  toward the team

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::sits watching the goings about since he can't do much more::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::feels a slow but steady pulse::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
SO: Alright, let's leave the FCO in a sheltered location, and....

XO-Apryus says:
@:: Notices the suit and gloves materialize infront of him on the bridge and notices the EO had to make them a bright yellow... he 
puts them on feeling somewhat like a man in a chicken's costume::

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: The suit hopefully will insulate me...

Alpha_EO_On says:
:: awakes ::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Holy baboon! ::Readies his knife::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@XO:Ah I see Engineering finally decided to respond. Hopefully Ensign Martin will have a talk with her 
people when she gets back.::Frowns::

XO-Apryus says:
@:: Walks up to the tactical console and now tries to bring up a sensor sweep, hoping the insulative gloves help::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: tries to put down the FCO withouth hitting his head, and pulls out his knife ::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:   the rabbit  twitches his ears  at the team then hops off.

Alpha_EO_On says:
:: with my hands touch my back and my neck ::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Phew...

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::turns as the animal jumps out of the bushes in front of the team:: self: mental note, in your next life time don't join starfleet if it 
means this kind of training mission....

Host Shann says:
@<EO>*CO*:  Uh.. sir their is an energy build up in the XO's console....

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
Beta: Whoa, that was a close call.

XO-Apryus says:
@:: jumps over the console towards the CO::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Well that was just a rabbit but it could have been something worse so let's stay sharp.-

XO-Apryus says:
@Self: Oh No!...

Host Captain_Turner says:
@XO:Back away from the console Commander.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Takes FCO's legs again and carries him with CSO::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: What needs to be done?

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: re-sheathes his knife, and gets back to the FCO ::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::gets out the dental regenerator::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Let's get moving again.

Host Shann says:
ACTION :  the Beta team finds  what looks like a path up the bluff

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::closes her eyes for a moment to get a grip on herself......this mission was doing wonders for her mental health....::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@*EO*:Whats causing it Ensign?

XO-Apryus says:
@:: lands hard after jumping over the console, hoping it doesn't blow up behind him::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::begins thinking, it's just a training mission::

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: Uh, I think I better stop touching things

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Watch over the CTO. Might be those wolves are coming back

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: Looks up the path :: Beta: Well, this looks like the fastest route up, short of climbing...

Host Shann says:
@<EO>*CO*:  I'm usure it seems to be following  the XO around .....

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: You are correct.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Heads towards CTO keeping his knife out just in case::

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: Or SF could use me as a biological weapon, I touch something, it blows up, this could be fun... of course it could also ruin 
my career

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
CSO: sounds good to me, let's go....

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: But let's be careful anyway. Say if you notice anything suspicious.

XO-Apryus says:
@:: pulls out a tricorder and scans himself::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  On the console to the XO right a female face appears and winks at him then  disapears.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Hears CO over the emergency radio::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: CO is calling us over the radio.

Host Captain_Turner says:
@XO:This is serious Commander. We have to find out whats wrong with you.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: continues up the trail with the rest of the team ::

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: Uh captain, a womans face appeared on the console and winked at me... normally this would be a good thing but...

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
EO: Can you hear me? ::shakes EO carefully::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::finally decides to do something with the COMM in his hand:: CNS:I think it might be best if we answer, obviously we won't be 
disquallified for HIM calling US

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Goes right behind CSO and carrying FCO::

Alpha_EO_On says:
CNS: yes, I can hear you

Host Captain_Turner says:
@*EO*:Initiate a site to site transport and beam Lt. Commander Drian to Sick Bay.

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: If I'm making computers overload, is it really a good idea to run me through a pattern buffer

XO-Apryus says:
@*EO* Hold on Ensign

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::keeps following the rest of the team::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@*EO*:Belay that order Ensign.

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: If this charge is following me and it follows me into the buffer and overloads it, I'm dead

Host Captain_Turner says:
@XO:Good idea Number one. What do you suggest?

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Answer the hail and tell him Lt. Deimon and Ens. On are injured and need medical attention

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: Either I use a jeffries tube to get down or you call a medical team up here

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::hands OPS the COMM::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: Aye.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Takes the COMM::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: CO: Sir, CTO and EO are down here injured and need medical attention.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::turns back to the EO:: EO: How are you feeling?

XO-Apryus says:
@:: walks over to his chair and picks up a padd, he holds his hand on the display and then tosses the padd towards the wall, wondering if the padd will overload::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@XO:They have better facilities in Sick Bay. Looks like your going on a little crawl Commander. ::Grins::

Alpha_EO_On says:
CNS: it hurts my back and my neck

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Advances slowly along the path::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  A few rocks can be heard falling near the team.

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: I just tossed that padd, if this surge is only in the ship, then it won't overload, if the surge is in me, then the padd will...

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
EO: I did the bast I could to make it better. Can you stand up?

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Ok.. let's be extremely careful now...

XO-Apryus says:
@::watches the padd, waiting for results::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: CO: Can you hear me?

Alpha_EO_On says:
CNS: Okay, but slowly...

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  on a different  display the womens face apears again.

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:OPS:Stand by Ensign.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: CO: Aye.

XO-Apryus says:
@::rips out his tricorder and begins to record the image of the face::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::holds the EO's arm and helps him up::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Let's still keep moving.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
Alpha: Looks like we might get some help.

Alpha_EO_On says:
CNS: thnaks for your help

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
SO: right, probably for the best....

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:OPS:How bad are they? Do they need Sick Bay or can a medical team take care of them?

XO-Apryus says:
@:: walks over to the hatch and pulls it open revealing a jefferies tube, he climbs in and begins descending towards Sick Bay::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: CO: CTO really needs medical attention and...

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
EO: Lets walk over to the others.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: Does EO need to go to sick bay?

Host Shann says:
ACTION: over com a female voice calls XO's name.

Alpha_EO_On says:
CNS: Okay, let's go...

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:OPS:Prepare him for transport.

XO-Apryus says:
@::halts:: *Computer* Repeat that

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: CO: Aye.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: I think that we should be soon on the top.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CTO: Now you're going to sickbay.

Host Shann says:
@<computer> XO: no vocalizations made

XO-Apryus says:
@::hopes he's not loosing it, continues to sickbay::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: I don't think so. He got away with a few scratches

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: OK.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: looks ahead :: SO: It does look that way...

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::nods in agreement with the team::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Taps the comm system:: *EO*:Turner to Main Engineering. I need you to lock on the Lt Deimons life signs 
and beam him directly to Sick Bay.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
OPS:Thanks...and Good Luck, if I'm lucky, I'll be able to beam back down and continue with you...

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
COMM: CO: EO doesn't need to go to sickbay.

Host Shann says:
@<mysterious voice over com> *XO:*  Comander.......

Host Shann says:
@<EO>*CO*:  aye aye sir iniciating transport now

XO-Apryus says:
@All: Who's there

XO-Apryus says:
@::continues towards sickbay::

Host Shann says:
ACTION: Beta Team reaches the top

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CTO: Just take your time and get better, but if you return then we'd be happy to have you .

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: walks back on level ground ::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Looks around::

Host Shann says:
@<MV>*XO*: hey sweet cheeks......

Host Captain_Turner @<EO>: Aye Sir. ::Locks on to Lt Deimon and transports him directly to Sick Bay:: (Transporter.wav)

XO-Apryus says:
@Voice: Well hey there ::then realizes he's talking to a computer:: I mean what do you want, who are you?

Host Shann says:
ACTION: The Beta team can see the building 100 yards away.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
@::materializes, and falls back as he does so, and has a kind of disappointed look on his face...::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Wonders how the other team is doing::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@*MO*:Sickbay Lt. Deimon should be arriving with sever injuries. Be prepared.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::reaches Ens. Rogers and sees the CTO dematerialize:: Team: Good job all. Now we lost an awful lot of time with this. Let's get 
moving

XO-Apryus says:
@::wonders why the computer is coming on to him...:: *CO* Sir, the computer, i think it's the computer but in a mysterious 
vocalization pattern, just called me sweet cheeks...

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Ok. We are almost there.

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Continues to watch both Alpha and Beta on the Main Veiwer::

Host Shann says:
@<MV>: *XO*:  looking for prime beef .....

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: But which way?

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Walks towards the building::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::looks up and tries to find the sun::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
@MO::quietly::How long do you think it'll be before I can go again?

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: continues to walk, carrying the FCO::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: Weren't we trying to go upstream when the water hit us?

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: We got the sun. There's no better help

XO-Apryus says:
@Voice: I'm not farmiliar of that term... ::taps his combadge so everything he that is said is broadcasted over the comm channel 
to the CO::

Host Shann says:
ACTIon: the doors to the  compound slowly open.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::looks ahead and sees the building, and feels quite relived.....::

XO-Apryus says:
@:: arrives in a tube just outside of sickbay, pushes the hatch out and sees the CTO::

XO-Apryus says:
@:: Thinks at least I won't be lonely::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@*MO*:Commander Drian should be arriving via Jefferies tubes be ready for him too. He'll explain when he arrives.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: allows a sigh of relief ::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: if we were going upstream when the water hit us wouldn't it be logical to continue up stream?

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Ok. So we made it...

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Walks in to the building::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
@<Doctor Lazuras>CTO:I think we can have ya fixed up in a little less than an hour or two, but, I'll want you to stay in sickbay for at least half a day or so, and then, you've still gotta take it easy for a few days...

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
Beta: that would mean that we're finnished the mission right?

XO-Apryus says:
@MO: There is a surge following me, whatever I touch overloads or shocks me, that's why I'm wearing the yellow insulative suit, 
and a womans voice is talking to me over the computer, something about beef

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  As the door opens the So is met but 10 armed SF  perosnel

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: We are east of the compound so.::looks at the sun then to OPS:: OPS: Yes, you are right. All: Let'S go

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Self: Crap.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
Beta: what's this?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Starts walking::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::blinks twice as she looks at the SF guys::

Alpha_EO_On says:
:: Follows the crew ::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Alpha/Beta:Alpha and Beta teams you are making excellent progress dispite the circumstances. 
Keep it up and comm if you need assistance. Turner out.

XO-Apryus says:
@<MO> XO: Isn't that an engineering matter?

Host Shann says:
<Hamilton> Beta:  I must say you had a hard time  of it.  Training over....

XO-Apryus says:
@MO: Well apparently there is nothing wrong with the systems, for some reason wherever I am it occurs, which means there is something wrong with me

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::relaxes a bit as she sees capt. Hamilton....::

XO-Apryus says:
@<MO> XO: Well we knew that already, I'll see if I can't find out whats the matter this time ::in a joking tone::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Self: Phew... ::sighs in relief::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
@<Doctor Lazuras>Begins to work on Deimon, after he pushes him back and sedates him, just enough to stop any pain, he can still talk::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Starts whistling::

Host Shann says:
<Hamilton>COMM: CO:  Captain , Your team has reached the base in some what in one piece.  they didn't achieve their undercover goal but they survived the  journy here.  One of our better scores though.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: allows some of the tension out of his muscles ::

Alpha_EO_On says:
:: helps whistling ::

XO-Apryus says:
@*CO* Will you inform Hamilton of my slight problems in the computer, and which team just made it to the base?

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::walks next to Ens. Rogers:: OPS: Maybe we should find a song we all know and sing..::grins::

Host Shann says:
@<MV>:: appears as Hologram in the SB::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: Song? I was just making up the tune as I went along ::grins::

XO-Apryus says:
@::turns to face the hologram:: Hologram: What the heck?


Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Hamilton:Understood. We seem to be having a problem with our systems up here when ever 
Commander Drian touches any console. Any suggestions?

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Just thought the singing would keep the wolves away. EO: How about you? You sing?

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
@::looks at the XO::

Host Shann says:
<hamilton>  Beta:  allow the medical officers to care to your wounds and  needs.  we will be having a debreifing shortly.

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: As a matter of fact, I am a good singer....

Host Captain_Turner says:
@*XO*:Understood. Beta reached the compound but was captured so the bets still on Commander. ::Grins::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
EO: Well, do you know a song then? Something common maybe?

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
@::wonders what this bet is::

Host Shann says:
<hamilton> COMM : Finding what this difficulty is sounds like a engineering problem.

XO-Apryus says:
@:: looks the hologram up and down, it seems to be farely attractive, which is worrisome... why is it following him he wonders:: *CO* The face just became a hologram down here in sickbay

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
<Doctor Lazuras>@::is going over the CTO with a dermal reginorator, meanwhile, two other MOs are repairing his broken bones::

Host Shann says:
@<mv:: winks at XO then diapears again, only after saying, " see you later... ::

Alpha_EO_On says:
CNS: Let´s start first with flashback of Elvis Presley "Suspiciuos Minds" :: ha ha ha ::

XO-Apryus says:
@:: walks up to a medical console, forgetting he might overload it, and tries to play back the video profile of this hologram::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  the XO gets no responce , it is as if the holo was never there

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::smiles at the EO:: EO: That'd scare anyone away

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Good work.

Host Shann says:
<Hamilton>  COMM:  caotain, as one team reached the compound the  training mission is over. feel free to call back your teams.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
@::lays back to relax...he is feeling better already...::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Hamilton:Our Engineers are working on it. Could you scan us and let us know if you get any................unusual readings?

Alpha_EO_On says:
CNS: That´s because I am singing it...

XO-Apryus says:
@Self: All this computer training, The Vulcan Science Academy, SF Academy, SF command school... and I can't play back a 
hologram??? Ugh, I must be getting old

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
SO: Thanks. We should probably get the FCO to a med facility

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
EO: You haven't heard me yet...and yes you can consider that a warning::grins::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
Alpha: How about we pick up the pace a little? We have to get to that place sometime.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: Yes we should get him the medical attention he needs.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
@XO:Problems?

Alpha_EO_On says:
::smiles::

Host Shann says:
@<Hamilton> COMM:  Captain  we gladly will but  we show nothing out of the ordinary after the attack   of that 
creature.

XO-Apryus says:
@*CO* For the time being the creature is gone, nothing shows up on my medical scans, it looks like it didn't ever exist but we both know it did, permission to rejoin you on the bridge?

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Agreed

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: I really hope that this mission will make our co-operation to run smoother.

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Alpha/Beta:Captain to Away Teams. Training is over prepare for debriefing and transport. Turner out.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Starts going faster::

XO-Apryus says:
@XO: Well I was just contacted by a mysterious voice who called me beef and sweet cheeks, and then it turned into a hologram, it must be bouncing around the computer because whenever I touch the consoles I got shocked, but it seems to be gone again

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Hears the captain::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: Smiles at SO :: SO: I think it already has.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
Alpha: Did you hear that?

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::picks up OPS' pace::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@*XO*:Permission granted Number One.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
Alpha: Training is over. I guess we better slow down so they can transport us out.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
Beta: can we go home now? I really wouldn't mind having a sonic shower......

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::slows down and stops::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Heard what?

XO-Apryus says:
@::walks back to the turbolift:: TL: Bridge

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::stops as well::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: CO just came onto the radio and said training was over.

Alpha_EO_On says:
:: stops also ::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Hamilton:Thank you Captain. Turner out.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
<Doctor Lazarus>@::the MOs walk away, and Deimon can move, Lazarus keeps working him over with the dermal regenorator.....a few minutes later he walks away::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@:;Closes the COMM link::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: It was great to work with you guys.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Ok didn't hear that

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::moves about, a little stiff, but, at least feeling a lot better, but is kind of weak::

Alpha_EO_On says:
OPS: we are finished now

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
Beta: same here

XO-Apryus says:
@::steps out on the bridge:: CO: I could have gotten use to a "shocking" touch... hehe

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
Alpha: I guess beta got there first.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
SO/CEO: Likewise.

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Grins at his First Officer::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
Beta: We should be beamed out of here any time now.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
@<Doctor Lazarus>::puts a thing over Deimon and begins to put some blood back into him, and brings him some food and drink::

XO-Apryus says:
@CO: So the new orders came in, we have a new patrol route to go with the new fleet I here, where exactly do you think our next adventure will be?

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The teams are beamed home to be debriefed.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::closes her eyes and smiles at the thought of that sonic shower....::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::needs a coffe...desperately::

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<end mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<end mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<end mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<end mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>



